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Abstract People in today life tightly relates to the cyber world. The easy access to communication, transaction, and relation within a 

hand high-technology device, or gadget commits the people to the electronic domain. We difficult to find, today, any single 

people without a gadget in his hand. Many of agreements, discussions, even an intimate love relation, occurred by only 

touching and scrolling the screen. It’s easy, modern, effective, and efficient. Starting with the term “email”, or electronic 

mail which effectively inspires for people to create many more new terms. The other upcoming terms of “e-“cannot be 

avoided, Such as e-book, e-ticket, e-government and many more others. This paper attempts to describe the appearances of 

“e-“, which is linguistically and morphologically, defined as a “morpheme”.  Then, this morpheme contributes in generating 

new terms in people living today, precisely in Indonesia. Some categories of “e-“ (electronic) morpheme in generating new 

terms elaborately discussed here. The categories are trade and shop, public services by the non-governmental 

company, Indonesia government services,  and customer services by profit companies. The writer comes to the conclusion 

that “e-“, linguistically, morphologically, categorized as a morpheme, and it definitely generates new terms for today people 

life, specifically in Indonesia. 
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1   Introduction 

Nowadays, most of people matters operate electronically. This implied to gain the needs of communication, indeed 

creating new words or terms.  Practically, for linguists or people who work and concern on language use and development, 

sees this condition as an interesting and natural phenomena in generating new terms of language.  

This paper put the attention to the word “electronic”, which is surprisingly become one significant element in 

generating new terms. Starting with the term “email” or electronic mail, this “electronic”, or further transform into “e-“, 

has become numerous of forms and vary in the matter of new terms creating. For example, the term e-banking, e-journal, 

e-learning, and many more others. Linguistics attempts to analyses and observes any language phenomena. The writer, 

here, uses sub linguistics discipline, that is morphology, to analyse the process of production of morpheme “e-“, in 

creating new terms. 

 

2   Internet, Society, and Language 

 

Internet, can be defined as international net.  People are in the international net. They communicate, making relation, 

creating business, and sharing news and information within a net. A net, here, is meant a medium. David Crystal (2001) 

claims that The internet is an association of computer networks with common standards which enable messages to be sent 

from any central computer (or host), on one network to any host on any other.  

AbuSa’aleek (2015) states that the electronic communication considered as the important linguistic means. It covers 

every phase of human life, as well as the education and learning of the target language. English language is considered as 

the most prevalent verbal language in the globe due to its usage in innovative globalized media and trade; hence, there 

has been a main expansion in the numeral of English speakers worldwide. The use of the Internet and computer technology 

has significant impact on language change and usage. It has seen the appearance of a new language that is electronic 

discourse (hereafter as e-discourse). 

 

2.1 Forming the morpheme e-: Phrase or Compound 
 

As the origin form or morpheme e- here, is electronic, which is adjective, researcher limit this analysis that all the form 

from the data collection are adjective combination based form. Whether it’s a phrase or compound. From the data 

collection that researcher gained, there are several characteristics of forming new terms of morpheme e-, which derives 

from the word electronic to build a new form of compound. As described as following; 

The word electronic in english, has been established by time. It may defined from etymology dictionary of English. 

Let’s see the word electronic is defined in the etymology dictionary. 

electronic (adj.) 

1901, "pertaining to electrons;" see electron + -ic; 1930 as "pertaining to electronics." Related: Electronically. 

electron (n.) 

 coined 1891 by Irish physicist George J. Stoney (1826-1911) from electric + -on, as in ion (q.v.). Electron 

microscope (1932) translates German Elektronenmikroskop. 

electric (adj.) 

1640s, first used in English by physician Sir Thomas Browne (1605-1682), apparently coined as Modern 

Latin electricus (literally "resembling amber") by English physicist William Gilbert (1540-1603) in treatise "De 

Magnete" (1600), from Latin electrum "amber," from Greek elektron "amber" (Homer, Hesiod, Herodotus), also "pale 

gold" (a compound of 1 part silver to 4 of gold); which is of unknown origin. And, then, this study comes to the main 

https://www.etymonline.com/word/electron?ref=etymonline_crossreference
https://www.etymonline.com/word/-ic?ref=etymonline_crossreference
https://www.etymonline.com/word/electronics?ref=etymonline_crossreference
https://www.etymonline.com/word/electric?ref=etymonline_crossreference
https://www.etymonline.com/word/ion?ref=etymonline_crossreference
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and beginning point of usage of e- ; eletronic respectively, as prefix to remake a new term. That is e-mail; electronic 

email. 

e-mail (n.) 

In 1982, short for electronic mail (1977; see electronic + mail (n.1)); this led to the contemptuous application of snail 

mail (1983) to the old system.  

In  e-mail, electronic here, is not related to electron, or electricity, or power respectively, but rather to the other 

dimension of electronic 

 The word electronic has been shortened into a single letter, e, and further becomes into morpheme e-, and 

pronounced as single phoneme /I/, alike in the word equal, emergency, etc. This morpheme compounded with a word, 

which is gerund based form. And the appearance usually combined with the hyphen mark (-). As follows; e- banking, e-

learning, e-booking, and many others. 

The word electronic shortened into a single letter, e, and further becomes into morpheme e-, and pronounced as 

single phoneme /I/, alike in the word equal, emergency, and reform. The new terms of e-book, e-papaer, e-banking, and 

so on, are the example of emergence of new terms of e-morpheme, which are defined as compounds. 

2.1.1 Compounds  

A compound is a word which be made up of two or more words. Each word becomes a part of it, and contributes meaning 

into the compound as the whole. It cannot be recognized on each part, but as the whole. The meaning of a compound is 

usually to some extent compositional, though it is often not predictable. For example, popcorn is a kind of corn which 

pops; once you know the meaning, it is possible to see how the parts contribute to the whole – but if you do not know the 

meaning of the whole, you are not certain to guess it by looking at the meaning of the parts, Fabb (1998). And Carstairs 

(2002) defines compounds is words formed by combining roots, and the much smaller category of phrasal words, that is 

items that have the internal structure of phrases but function syntactically as words. 

2.1.2 Familiar Terms of Using Morpheme e- 

The new terms of e- morpheme, in the internet used are found  frequently nowadays. Trading, banking, and other services 

of some stakeholders apply internet based system of facilities. It affects to the emersion of e- new terms. 

In this sub-section, the writer concerns the data collection on familiar terms of e- morpheme which are exist in the 

modern society in Indonesia. These following terms are frequently used by people. And these are issued by any 

enterprises, agents, traders or even persons.  
1)  e-banking : the activity of managing a bank account or operating as a bank over the internet (Cambridge 

Online Dictionary) 

2)  e-billing : The practice by which invoices or bills are electronically delivered or presented to customers, 

rather than being sent by mail (Oxford Online Dictionary) 

3)  e-booking : an arrangement to travel by train, use a hotel room etc at a particular time in the future via 

internet 

4)  e-book : An Electronic book 

5)  e-budgeting : preparing budgets in order to plan and control the financial management of a person, business, or 

country 

6) e-card :  a greetings card (= message sent to someone to celebrate an occasion such as a birthday) that you 

can see on a website to which you aredirected by an e-mail 

7) e-cash : Money from a special bank account that is used to buy goods andservices over the internet 

by sending information from your computer 

8) e-commerce : the business of buying and selling goods and services on the internet 

9) e-currency : a type of currency in electronic form that is designed especially for 

paying for goods and services bought on the internet, 

10) e-governance : lthe use of the internet by governments to make it possible for people to 

use government services and be involved in making decisions 

11) e--journal : a journal (= specialist magazine) that is published on theinternet 

12) e-learning : The process of learning that happens electronically, or by internet. 

13) e-monitoring :  electronic monitoring 

14) e-paper :  electronic paper, an electronic version of newspaper 

15) e-ticket : a ticket, usually for someone to travel on an aircraft, that is held on a computer and is 

not printed on paper 

16)  e-voting : Voting using internet 

17)  e-planning :  the act of deciding how to do something (planning: Cambridge Online Dictionary) 

18)  e-learning :  learning by internet  

 

2.1.3 Indonesia Government New Terms by Using e- 

Morpheme e- (electronic) is added by the specific terms which deals with Indonesia government services and affairs 

for public. As well as the development and establishment of high information technology that served by a handed-gadget, 

https://www.etymonline.com/word/electronic?ref=etymonline_crossreference
https://www.etymonline.com/word/mail?ref=etymonline_crossreference
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/activity
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/manage
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/bank
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/account
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/operate
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/bank
https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/arrangement
https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/travel
https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/train
https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/hotel
https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/future
https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/prepare
https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/budget
https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/plan
https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/control
https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/financial
https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/management
https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/business
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/card
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/message
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/send
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/website
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/direct
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/email
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/special
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/bank
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/account
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/buy
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/good
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/service
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/send
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/information
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/your
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/computer
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/business
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/buy
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/sell
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/good
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/service
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/type
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/currency
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/electronic
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/form
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/design
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/pay
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/goods
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/service
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/buy
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/internet
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/internet
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/government
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/people
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/government
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/service
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/journal
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/specialist
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/magazine
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/publish
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/internet
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/ticket
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/travel
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/aircraft
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/held
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/computer
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/printed
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/paper
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/act
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/deciding
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people have gained the a big advantage to be connected with virtually. Of course, this will be positive for government 

offices or departments to give the services and supervises to the public. And for the people, it could be a new alternative 

method to receive the government’s work. Moreover, it is easy, cheap, effective, and efficient.  

Then, here are e- terms, or hypened words, respectively, which are collected by the writer. Surprisingly, these 

following e-terms, are combination of the independent word electronic, shortened form “e-“, which is English, and a free 

morpheme of bahasa Indonesia like e-pegawai.This pronounced by Indonesia people by English and bahasa Indonesia 

pronunciation. Whereas some are combination of English and abbreviation in bahasa Indonesia like e-KTP. However, 

some others are completely English morphemecompounded, such as e-government. The  e-terms of Indonesia government 

are listed as follows, 

1. e-bursa : The Real-Time Market Information via Internet and Mobile, administered by Indonesia 

Stock Exchange 

2. e-bursa kerja : An electronic Job Stock information system, administered by The Manpower Minister of 

Indonesia 

3. e-catalogue : Procurement of Government Goods and Services through the internet system, administered 

by LKPP (Institute for Procurement of Goods and Services Policy), of Indonesia 

4. e-DJPBN :  Electronic disbursement of state budget, administered by Directorate of Exchequer 

5. e-faktur : Electronic taxation invoice which administered transparently by Directorate General of 

Taxation of Indonesia 

6. e- government : The electronic communications devices, computers and the Internet to provide public 

services to citizens and other persons in a country or region 

7. e-HKI : An electronic Central of Database of intellectual property rights holder in Indonesia. 

Administered by Directorate General of Intellectual Property Rights, Ministry of Law and 

Human Rights, Indonesia 

8. e-ISSN : An online service supervision of periodic publishing in Indonesia by by issued a standard 

serial number or International Standard of Serial Number. This administered by the 

Indonesian Institutes of Sciences. 

9. e-kineja : Electronic Kinerja An electronic system to supervise work performances of Indonesia Civil 

Servants, which is administered by Indonesia government 

10. e-klimtaspen : An online service and database of pension worker, civil servant pension, for retirement 

saving and insurance. This administered by the profitable company which is assigned by 

Indonesia Government 

11. e-KTP : electronic KTP means Kartu Tanda Penduduk or Identitiy Card of Indonesian 

electronically. Therefore e-KTP means an identity card which administered and accessed 

electronically. 

12. e-LHKPN : Electronic Laporan Harta Kekayaan Penyelenggara Negara. A electronic services publicly 

to report the wealth and properties which are owned by the state officials, and to be 

examined and investigated. This is administered by Indonesia Commission of Corruption 

Eradication (KPK). 

13. e-monev : Monitoring the Implementation of the National Development Plan, administered by 

National Development Planning Agency (BAPPENAS) of Indonesia. 

14. e-MPA : Monitoring electronic system of budgeting estimation, administered by Religion Ministery 

of Indonesia 

15. e- NISSN : Electronic Nomor Induk Siswa National (National Identification Serial Number of 

Students) in Indonesia. Electronic services for registration for getting NISN by internet. 

And also as an internet based data bank of Indonesia students. This is centered administered 

by Minister of Education of Indonesia. 

16. e-nofa : An electronically system of application of taxation invoice which administered 

transparently by Directorate General of Taxation of Indonesia. 

17. e-NPWP : Electronic Nomor Pokok Wajib Pajak (Taxpayer Serial Number). An electronic application 

to apply for NPWP. This administered by Directorate General of Tax of Indonesia 

18. e-paspor : Electronic Nomor Pokok Wajib Pajak (Taxpayer Serial Number)An electronic application 

to apply for NPWP. This administered by Directorate General of Tax of Indonesia. 

19. e-pegawai : Electronic Civil/State Workers. An electronic data base of State workers of Indonesia. Each 

ministry and department of Indonesia Government administer this officially via internet. 

20. e-penyidikan : Electronic Penyidikan (Electronic Investigation). An electronic information services for 

public, to watch and observe the development of crime investigation which conducted by 

the police. This is administered and operated by Indonesia Police Department. 

21. e-performance : A System of accountable performances of governmental institutions, administered and 

controlled by the central government electronically. 

22. e-procurement :  Electronic Procurement, An application of business-to-business or business-to-consumer 

or business-to-government purchase and sale of supplies, work, and services through the 
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Internet.This application is administered by some national enterprise company in Indonesia, 

such as National Company of Electricity or PLN. 

23. e-PUPNS : Electronic data based of civil servants in Indonesia. 

24. e-rapor : Electronic Rapor (Electronic Report Book). An electronic application of education report 

book for junior and secondary school students in Indonesia, which is administered by the 

ministry of national education. 

25. e-rekon : A system of exchequer information and technology, which are transparent, accountable, 

accessible, and administered electronically by the Finance Government of Indonesia. 

26. e-samsat : Electronic (Sistem Administrasi Manunggal Satu Atap). Electronic services for tax payment 

of motor vehicle, and also the approval of motor vehicle ownership certificate for the 

holder. This is issued by Indonesia Police Department. 

27. e-SPM :  Electronic and digital application of Finance Ministry, to easy the government institution 

to execute a disbursement. 

28. e-SKA :  Electronic SKA (Surat Keterangan Asal or Electronic Certificate of Origin Service) 

29. e-tilang : Electronic Tilang (electronic traffic ticket). An electronic system for paying an amercement 

traffic ticket via online. This is administered by Indonesia police department. 

30. e-visum : Electronic Visum. An electronic application for the Extension Workers or blue collars of 

BKKBN (Board of National Planned Resident and Family) of Indonesia. 

31. e-xam : Electronic Exam, this is issued by the Ministry of National Education. 

 

From the data of e-mopheme existences of new terms which are issued by Indonesia government, the writer comes 

to the description of analysis as in the next discussion section. 

2.2   Discussion 

This paper discuss how english morpheme e- (which is shortly from the lexeme or word electronic) is constructed or 

recombined with other language components of bahasa Indonesia to regenerate new terms.  

In this discussion section, the operation of morpheme e- construction will focus on familiar electronic terms, or e- 

terms intentionally recognized and used by people of Indonesia in the virtual communication. Then, the next discussion 

that will concern on e- new terms which are issued by Indonesia government institutions or offices due to providing of 

public services. 

 

2.1 The Construction of e- of familiar terms 

The use of morpheme, or shortened form of the word electronic is frequently used by people who often connect to the 

internet. As explained by the writer before, that is not difficult to find a person with mobile devices, and link to the internet 

line. 

In Indonesia, mobile devices is not a sophisticated and strange entities anymore. Everyone commit to more than one 

social media account. Consequently they connect to e- terms usage. Begins with registering for some account, he or she 

needs to operate an e-mail. Thus, they link to the plenty number of application, services, and even tradings. Therefore 

Indonesia people, nowadays are accustome to e- terms, such as e-banking, e-ticket, e-cash, and so on. The all of e- terms 

has been put in the previous subsection. Here, the description how e- terms are constructed into compounds. 

Table 1. The Construction of e-morpheme of FamiliarTerms 

Compounds 

Construction  
A Word with suffix -ing 

English morpheme 

e- compounds with a 

word (noun) 

e- morheme as a prefix 

is constructed with 

other word to build a 

new form of compound 

Deriving noun 

from verb 

Deriving  noun 

from verb 

Deriving noun 

From noun 

 e-booking 

 e-monitoring 

 e-voting 

 e-budgeting 

 e-planning 

 e-banking 

 e-billing 

 e-book 

 e-card 

 e-cash 

 e-commerce 

 e-currency 

 e-governance 

 e-journal 

 e-paper 

 e-ticket 

 

 

2.1 The Construction of e- of Indonesia Government Terms 
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Table 2. The Construction of e-morpheme of Indonesia Government New Terms 

Compund 

Construction  

English 

word 

Indonesia 

Words 

Indonesia 

Abbreviation 

Indonesia 

Acronym 

English 

Morpheme 

e- 

(electronic) 

 e-catalogue 

 e-government 

 e-performance 

 e-procurement 

 e-visum 

 e-bursa 

 e-bursakerja 

 e-faktur 

 e-kinerja 

 e-pspor 

 e-pegawai 

 e-penyidikan 

 e-rapor 

 e-tilang 

 e-DJPBN 

 e-HKI 

 e-ISSN 

 e-KTP 

 e-LHKN 

 e-MPA 

 e-NISSN 

 e-NPWP 

 e-PUPNS 

 e-SPM 

 

 e-klimtaspen 

 e-monef 

 e-nofa 

 e-samsat 

 e-rekon 

3   Conclusion 

Compound construction of e- prefix, or morpheme, intentionally, in this paper, reform new terms in internet bases usage. 

Particularly, In Indonesia, there are approxiately millions of people connect to the internet.The writer limits this study on 

e-morpheme new terms for familiar terms and which are issues by Indonesia government institutions.  

Familiar new terms which are built with e- prefix, e- morpheme insteadly, defined as compounds. These are 

constructed by adding derivation words with suffix –ing, and a single word (noun) or a free morpheme, as described in 

Table 1. Then, new terms of e-morpheme which are issued by Indonesia government institutions, defined as compounds. 

These compounds constructed by combined e- morpheme, prefix, with a English words (noun), bahasa Indonesia words, 

bahasa Indonesia abbreviation, and bahasa Indonesia acronyms, as described in Table 2. 
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